ETIQUETTE
Be ready to play
At the tee box of the starting hole:
Arrive at the tee box at least 5 minutes prior to starting time.
Check your scorecard, local rules, competition rules and etiquette.
Be prepared to play your stroke (40 seconds time limit).
Follow the starter's instructions (starters are allowed to shuffle and combine play
groups...).
Pace of play
A player is obliged to play without interruptions and finish his game in the all otted
time (2.5 hours).
A group of players is considered late:
When they lose contact with the previous group (safety distance – outside the ball's reach!).
Time allowed to play the stroke:
A player that reaches his golf ball and is set to play must take his stroke within 40 seconds.
On the greens, the all otted time for a stroke is 40 secondsas well. Time starts running when
the player marks, raises and cleans off his ball, repairs the ball mark and clears debris from
The line of shot.
Course management reserves the right to interfere when groups of players break their
all otted time limits (measures: warning issued or termination of play).
Speeding up your play
Be familiar with the timetable of play and follow it. If you are losing contact with the group
ahead of you:
Increase walking speed between strokes.
Plan your next stroke in advance(while approaching the ball).
When you reach the ball, check its position, choose your club and take your stroke
without delays.
No more than 40 seconds should pass between selecting your club and taking the
stroke.
If you aren't ready to strike, pass your stroke to the next member of your group.
When playing the stableford game, stop playing if you can no longer score.
On the course
Repairing divots (displaced turf).
If the displaced divot isn't a single piece that can be reset:
Use the sole of your shoe to straighten out the edges of the scar.
In a sand trap, fetch the rake and rake the sand towards the edge of the trap.

Don't walk along the edge of the sand trap.
Repair the hole immediately after taking your stroke.
Leave the rake on the outside of the sand trap, in the direction of the game.
Repair ball marks on the fairway and greens as you go.
Use the fork to repair the ball mark by gently stabbing and pushing the edges towards
the centre of the mark; don't try to raise the centre of the mark. Don't tear the grass or
its roots! Finish by straightening out the mark with a putter or the sole of your shoe.
You are allowed to repair ball marks in the line of your shot, but not the shoe amage.
When you finish playing your stroke, please repair the shoe damage as well.
Teeing area
Practice swings aren't allowed in the teeing area.
Don't drive the golf cart or bag trolley across the teeing area.
Greens
Leave your golf cart or trolley between the green and the next teeing area.
Don't step on the putting lines of your partners.
If your ball isn't the farthest one from the hole, mark it appropriately.
Don't stand in places where you could disturb your partners, be still while they are
putting.
Before your putt, remove the flagpole or ask a partner to hold it.
Set the flag aside, ideally outside the green. Don't toss the flag around!
The flag is customarily returned to the hole by the player who finished the hole first.
When you're done putting, leave the green as soon as possible.
Enter your result in the scorecard at the next teeing area.
Miscellaneous
If you strike your ball into tall grass or the woods and you aren't sure you can find it,
play a provisional ball.
You may search for a lost ball for a maximum of 5 minutes.
The ball is out of bounds – play another ball.
The ball is in the biotope – searching for it is not allowed.
Safety: do not strike the ball if there is any chance you might hit the other players or
spectators within range, either on or by the course. Whenever there's a chance for a
stray ball to hit anyone, warn people by loudly shouting"FORE"[for].
Outbursts of anger, shouting, cursing or throwing clubs around is unacceptable.
You are obliged to be familiar with the rules of the game.
If you take a break after 9 holes, make sure you arrive to the teeing area of hole 10 on
time.
A group of two players has priority over a group of three or four players. A single
player has no priority.
A group playing 18 holes has priority over a group playing a shortened game.

Each golfer must have their own set of clubs and carrying bag.
Playing with more than 1 ball is not allowed.
Playing with a practice ball is not allowed.
On the driving range, striking the ball is only allowed from the spot marked by two
ropes. Walking around outside the marked space is not allowed, except when playing
holes of the golf course that are located on the driving range.
A maximum of two players (the driver must be older than 18) may ride a two-person
golf cart at any time. Please ride the cart at an appropriate distance from the teeing
areas, greens, fairways, sand traps and other obstacles, and along marked trails where
required (holes 2, 3, 4).
Players play at their own responsibility.
When in need of help or assistance, or should you notice irregularities or rules being broken
on the course, please call our telephone number. Thank you. We'll do our best to respond in
the shortest possible time.
Priority on the course: maintenance man – player
The maintenance man has priority until 10 AM.
The player has priority after 10 AM.
By raising his hand or placing the flag on the green, the maintenance man signals to the
player he is about to finish his work. By waving his hand towards the body, the maintenance
man signals he is about to head to safety, meaning the player may soon continue the game.
Players must follow the maintenance man's instructions – under no condition may they strike
the ball if there is a chance they might hit the maintenance man.
If the maintenance man arrives to a hole in play, he must wait (with his engine turned off) for
the players to finish their current play in the teeing area, fairway or green.
Dress code
Wear appropriate golf clothing and footwear, on the course as well as the practice range.
Gentlemen
Allowed
Golf tops, collared shirtstucked in, long pants, golf shorts
Soft spike golf shoes
Not allowed
Jeans, cargo shorts, T-shirts
Sneakers, metal spike golf shoes, sockless

Ladies
Allowed
Dress slacks, long skirts, collared shirts
Soft spike golf shoes
Not allowed
Miniskirts, jeanx
Sneakers, metal spike golf shoes, sockless
Observing personnel instructions
Players are obliged to follow the course personnel's instructions.
If the course or practice range is closed (poor weather conditions, emergency maintenance
works ...), playing on the course or practice range is strictly forbidden.
Winter rules
To prevent permanent turf damage, the coursemust be closed down during frosty weather.
Delaying games until frost has passed preserves the quality of the greens and reduces the
need for major repairs.
Measures – violating etiquetteor disregarding instructions
1st violation: official warning
2nd violation: 1-day ban from playing
3rd violation: 1-month ban from playing
4th violation: season-long ban from playing
The reception keepsa log of all recorded violations (date, time, name and surname, club,
violation, warning issued).
Violations count throughout the entire competition season.

